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Abstract — Cu6PS5I-based thin films were deposited by non-

reactive radio frequency magnetron sputtering onto silicate glass 

substrates. Optical transmission spectra of e-beam irradiated 

Cu6PS5I-based thin films were measured depending on electron 

fluence. With electron fluence increase the red shift of the short-

wavelengt part of transmission spectra and interference maxima 

were observed. Urbach absorption edge and dispersion of 

refractive index for e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films 

were studied. Under the influence of e-beam irradiation the 

decrease of the energy pseudogap as well as the increase of the 

Urbach energy and refractive index were revealed. Influence of e-

beam irradiation on the optical parameters and disordering 
processes in Cu6PS5I-based thin films was analyzed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Cu6PS5I crystals belong to the argyrodite family of 
tetrahedrally close-packed structures and are known as superionic 
conductors [1-4]. Some chemical and physical properties 
(dielectric permittivity, specific heat, ultrasound velocity and 
absorption coefficient as well as their temperature variation in the 
range of the phase transitions) of Cu6PS5I crystals are reported in 
Refs. [5-7]. They are characterized by high electrical conductivity 
and low activation energy [8, 10]. Due to the high ionic 
conductivity, they are the attractive materials for applications in 
the different functional elements of the solid state ionics. Optical 
properties of Cu6PS5I (Raman scattering, optical absorption, 
luminescence, refractive index dispersion) were extensively 
studied in Refs. [5, 6, 11-13]. Optical studies have shown that the 
absorption edge of Cu6PS5I crystals exhibits Urbach behavior in a 
wide temperature range [11].  The influence of high energy 
electron irradiation on the phase transitions and optical absorption 
edge in Cu6PS5I crystals was studied in Ref. [14]. It was shown 
that electron irradiation leads to decrease of superionic phase 
transition temperature while optical absorption edge still exhibits 
Urbach behavior after irradiation. The increase of Urbach energy 
value observed in e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I crystals indicates on 
stuctural disordering processes caused by electron irradiation 
[14]. 

The investigations of the thin films based on Cu6PS5I 
superionic conductors only begin. In Ref. [15] the temperature 
behavior of the optical transmission spectra for as-deposited 
Cu6PS5I-based thin films were investigated in the interval 77–

300 K. With increasing temperature a red shift of the optical 
absorption edge was revealed and in the range of its 
exponential behavior is well described by the Urbach rule. It is 
shown that at T=470 K the Cu6PS5I film is partially destructed 
and detached from the substrate. This irreversible destruction is 
accompanied by the film darkening and a decrease of its 
transmission [15]. 

This paper is devoted to the optical studies of e-beam 
irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films. Numerous results of 
similar investigations for the different types of the thin films 
were presented in Refs. [16-23]. The irradiation was performed 
using e-beams of various energy starting from high-energy 
electrons [17-20] down to soft (25 keV) [21] and ultra-soft (2-
4.5 keV) [22] vacuum electron beams. In Ref. [23] an influence 
of electron irradiation on ZnS thin films is studied. A lot of 
authors [17-20] prefer to use exposition dose units (Gy) for 
characterization of electron irradiation dose while the others 
[21] use the electron fluence value instead. In the present work 
we also use electron fluence value for characterization of 
electron irradiation dose considering it to be more adequate 
measure for the thin layers on the surface in contrast to 
exposition dose used to characterize the dose absorbed in 
volume especially in the case of high-energy electrons with 
large values of penetration depth. The influence of e-beam 
irradiation on optical properties of thin films was studied in 
Refs. [16-23]. In Refs. [16, 19, 20] the significant structural 
changes (formation of nanocrystallites) due electron irradiation 
were observed. An increase of electric conductivity with 
electron dose increase is revealed in Refs. [20, 22]. Decrease of 
band gap value under the influence of e-beam is reported in 
Ref. [23]. 

Thus, in the present paper the influence of e-beam 
irradiation on optical parameters of Cu6PS5I-based thin films is 
studied. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Cu6PS5I compounds were synthesized from extra pure Cu, 
P, S and CuI compounds, additionally purified by distillation in 
vacuum. Thin films of Cu6PS5I compounds were deposited 
onto silicate glass substrates by non-reactive radio frequency 
magnetron sputtering, the film growth rate was 3 nm/min. The 
deposition was carried out at room temperature in Ar 
atmosphere. The structure of the deposited films was analyzed 
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by X-ray diffraction; the diffraction patterns show the films to 
be amorphous.  

E-beam irradiation of Cu6PS5I-based thin films was 
performed on M-10 microtron. The energy of electrons was 7 
MeV and the flux of electrons was approx. 3.3×1011 e/(cm2s)  
The film was located at distance of 1 cm in front of microtrons 
output window. The film and clean substrate were irradiated 
during 5, 25 and 30 min leading to fluence values of 1×1013, 
5×1013 and 1×1014 e/cm2, respectively. 

Optical transmission spectra of Cu6PS5I-based thin films 
were studied at room temperature using an MDR-3 grating 
monochromator. Spectral dependences of absorption 
coefficient and dispersion dependences of refractive index of 
thin films were calculated using the well-known method [24]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 1 presents the optical transmission spectra at various 
values of electron fluence and room temperature for e-beam 
irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films. With irradiation time 
increase the red shift of the short-wavelength part of 
transmission spectra and interference maxima are observed. 
Fig. 2 presents the spectral dependences of the absorption 
coefficient at various values of electron fluence and room 
temperature for e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films. In 
Ref. [15] it is shown that the optical absorption edge for both 
as-deposited and annealed Cu6PS5I-based thin films in the 
region of its exponential behavior are described by Urbach rule 
[25] 
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where )(TEU  is the Urbach energy,  and E0 are the 

coordinates of the convergence point of the Urbach bundle, h 
and T are the photon energy and temperature, respectively. 

In the e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films the 
Urbach behavior of the optical absorption edge is also 
observed. It should be noted that the optical absorption edge for 
e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films is shifted to the 
long-wavelength region with fluence value increase. 

For the characterization of the absorption edge spectral 

position such parameter as energy pseudogap 
gE  ( 

gE  is the 

energy position of the exponential absorption edge at a fixed 

absorption coefficient value ) was determined. We used the 

gE  values taken at =104 cm-1 for thin films (Table 1). The 

observed variation of the optical absorption edge leads to the 

gE  value decrease and UE  value increase with irradiation 

time increase (Table 1).  

The dependences of 
gE  and UE  for e-beam irradiated 

Cu6PS5I-based thin films on the electron fluence are presented 

in Fig. 3. The Urbach energy UE  increase is the evidence of 

the structural disordering increase due to e-beam irradiation. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Optical transmission spectra of as-deposited (1) and e-beam irradiated 

Cu6PS5I-based thin films at various values of electron fluence: (2) 1×10
13

, (3) 

5×10
13

 and (4) 1×10
14

 e/cm
2
. 

It is revealed that the optical absorption edge spectra of the 
thin films under investigation is highly smeared and 
characterized by the lengthy Urbach tail which results in high 

values of the Urbach energy UE  (Table 1). Absorption edge 

smearing and appearance of its Urbach behavior are explained 
by the influence of different types of disordering [26], i.e. the 

Urbach energy UE  is described by the equation  
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where  
TUE  and  

XUE  are the contributions of temperature 

and structural disordering to UE , respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Spectral dependences of the absorption coefficient of as-deposited (1) 

and e-beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films at various values of electron 

fluence: (2) 1×10
13

, (3) 5×10
13

 and (4) 1×10
14

 e/cm
2
. 
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TABLE I.  OPTICAL PARAMETERS OF AS-DEPOSITED AND E-BEAM 

IRRADIATED CU6PS5I-BASED THIN FILMS 

Electron 

fluence 

(e/cm
2
) 

0 1×10
13

 5×10
13

 1×10
14

 

n 2.364 2.377 2.402 2.418 


gE  (eV) 2.926 2.909 2.863 2.832 

UE  (meV) 290.5 330.8 367.7 374.1 

 

In Ref. [27] it is shown that structural disordering  
XUE  

consists from the contributions of static structural disordering 

 
statXUE

,
 and dynamic structural disordering  

dynXUE
,

. The 

static structural disordering  
statXUE

,
 in Cu6PS5I-based thin 

films is primarily caused by structural imperfections due to the 
high concentration of disordered copper vacancies and growth 
defects (pores, bubbles, dendrites) and the dynamic structural 

disordering  
dynXUE
,

 is related to the intense motion of mobile 

copper ions, participating in the ion transport, and is 
responsible for the ionic conductivity. 

It should be noted that the increase of Urbach energy UE  

under the influence of e-beam irradiation is the evidence of 
structural disordering in the system ―thin film-substrate‖ due to 
the increase of the contribution of static structural disordering. 

Dispersion dependences of refractive index for the electron 
irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films at various values of 
electron fluence are presented in Fig. 4. In the transparency 
region a slight dispersion of refractive index for the e-beam 
irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films is observed, increasing with 
approaching the optical absorption edge. With electron fluence 
value increase a nonlinear increase of refractive index in the e-
beam irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films is revealed (the e-
beam irradiation leads to the refractive index increase from 
2.364 to 2.418 at λ=1 µm). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Dependences of the energy pseudogap 

gE  (α=10

4
 cm

-1
) (1) and 

Urbach energy UE (2) on the electron fluence for Cu6PS5I-based thin films. 

 

Fig. 4. Refractive index dispersions of as-deposited (1) and e-beam irradiated 

Cu6PS5I-based thin films at various values of electron fluence: (2) 1×10
13

, (3) 

5×10
13

 and (4) 1×10
14

 e/cm
2
. The inset shows the dependence of refractive 

index on electron fluence. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Cu6PS5I-based thin films are deposited onto silicate glass 
substrates by non-reactive radio frequency magnetron 
sputtering. The influence of e-beam irradiation on optical 
properties of Cu6PS5I-based thin films was investigated. It is 
shown that under the influence of e-beam irradiation the red 
shift of the short-wavelength part of transmission spectra and 
interference maxima were observed. Exponential absorption 
edge which is characterized by Urbach behavior for e-beam 
irradiated Cu6PS5I-based thin films is shifted to the long-
wavelength region with irradiation time increase. With 
irradiation time increase the decrease of the energy pseudogap 
as well as the increase of the Urbach energy and refractive 
index were revealed. Increase of the Urbach energy under the 
influence of e-beam irradiation is the evidence of structural 
disordering in the system ―thin film-substrate‖ due to increase 
of static structural disordering contribution. 
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